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ABSTRACT Gelatine based phantoms for electrophysiology are becoming widely used as they allow the
controlled validation of new electrode and new instrumentation designs. The phantoms mimic the electrical
properties of the human body and allow a pre-recorded electrophysiology signal to be played-out, giving a
known signal for the novel electrode or instrumentation to collect. Such controlled testing is not possible with
on-person experiments where the signal to be recorded is intrinsically unknown. However, despite the rising
interest in gelatine based phantoms there is relatively little public information about their electrical properties
and accuracy, how these vary with phantom formulation, and across both frequency and duration of use. This
paper investigates ten different phantom configurations, characterising the impedance of the gelatine and
electrodes, comparing this to both previously reported electrical models of Ag/AgCl electrodes placed on
human skin and to a model made from ex vivo porcine skin. This article shows how the electrical properties
of the phantoms can be tuned using different concentrations of gelatine and of sodium chloride (NaCl)
added to the mixture, and how these properties vary over the course of seven days for a.c. frequencies in
the range 20–1000 Hz. The results demonstrate that gelatine phantoms can accurately mimic the frequency
response properties of the body–electrode system to allow for the controlled testing of new electrode and
instrumentation designs.

INDEX TERMS Gelatine phantoms, tissue-mimicking, electrical properties, electrophysiology, electroen-
cephalography (EEG), electrocardiogram (ECG).

I. INTRODUCTION
Electrophysiological sensing, measuring the electrical activ-
ity of the brain (electroencephalography, EEG), heart (elec-
trocardiography, ECG), muscles (electromyography, EMG),
and eyes (electrooculography, EOG), is an extremely com-
mon technique used in both clinical practice and fundamental
research [1].While electrophysiological sensing instrumenta-
tion is well developed, there are significant ongoing research
efforts into improving the sensing performance [2]. This is in
terms of both the hardware, making it smaller, more robust
to artefacts, and easier to use (for example [3], [4]); and the
electrodes, with a wide range of novel electrode materials and
approaches investigated in recent years (for example [5], [6]).
These new electrodes often have the objective of not requiring
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a conductive gel to lower the body contact impedance [7],
with the need for a gel being a substantial limitation of current
wet electrodes [1].

While patient simulators are available for testing instru-
mentation (for example the well known Fluke Medsim [8]),
these simulate only the physiological waveform and not the
full body–electrode–instrumentation connection and so do
not allow the complete electrode–instrumentation system to
be validated. Instead, for testing new electrodes and complete
systems early stage human or animal work is typically per-
formed. However, this introduces ethical or animal license
considerations, and is labour intensive, both of which limit
the rapid, iterative, and large scale screening of different
electrode approaches. Moreover, when using a human or
animal model the true electrophysiological signal present is
not known, which makes the validation of systems very chal-
lenging as no ground truth is available to compare against [2].
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In contrast, body phantoms permit the controlled evalua-
tion of electrodes and instrumentation over a wide range of
realistic parameters such as noise, motion, and artefacts [9],
and are commonly used in fields such asMagnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI).While physical phantoms have their own lim-
itations compared to computational modelling approaches,
physical phantoms offer the benefits of incorporating envi-
ronmental noise, real world interference, and electrode or
instrumentation non-idealities to allow realistic early stage
testing. They also do not require a realistic model of the
novel electrodes and the contact they make with the body.
However, historically, electrophysiological phantoms have
been extremely simple, with melons widely used [10], [11].
This is because melons have similar electrical properties to
the human head [12], and the size of a melon is roughly the
same size as a head [11].

Clearly, much improved phantoms are possible and these
are now starting to emerge, particularly for EEG verification,
Fig. 1. Generally these more advanced head phantoms can be
categorised into three types: single layer (or homogeneous)
phantoms; multi-layer phantoms (usually three layers repre-
senting scalp, skull, and brain); and real-tissue phantoms that
use animal tissue or cadavers to have actual biological tissue
as part of the phantom.

Single layer phantoms have received the most attention,
and all of the phantoms illustrated in Fig. 1 are made of a
single homogeneous layer. These are typically based upon
ballistics grade gelatine, and aim to mimic the electrical prop-
erties of the body with electrical sources embedded within
the gelatine to allow a pre-recorded electrophysiological sig-
nal to be played-out and recorded again on the surface of
the phantom using the test electrodes or instrumentation.
They therefore provide the test electrodes or instrumentation
with a known signal to record and compare against. For
example, [13] used homogeneous gelatine phantoms, tuning
the contact impedance profile by using different concentra-
tions of sodium chloride (NaCl). The methods and materials
for making this phantom have been released in an open
source manner [14], and this phantom has also been used
to investigate EEG components collected during walking
motions [15] where the true EEG is normally unknown as
it is obscured by artefacts. Cuboid shaped phantoms were
used in [5] to verify the performance of 3D printed EEG
electrodes, and to demonstrate how the electrode perfor-
mance varied with contact force. Some research groups have
even applied transcranial Electrical Stimulation (tES) to these
gelatine phantoms to investigate the tES artefact removal
problem from EEG, where a known EEG signal can now
be provided [16], [17]. Alternative single layer models, not
using gelatine have also been presented. [18] suggested agar
for the recording of slow EEG potentials, while [19] made
use of an agarose gel swollen with a saline solution. Agar
was also used for Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS)
head modelling in [20], while [21] used multi-walled car-
bon nanotubes in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) for TMS
modelling.

More sophisticated, multi-layer phantoms, again par-
ticularly for heads, have also been proposed. For brain
stimulation situations [24] presented a three layer model for
comparing the distribution of brain stimulation currents to
a finite element model. For electrical impedance tomogra-
phy [25] presented a multi-layer 3D printed head phantom,
while [26] used a saline water phantom for the same appli-
cation. Focusing on electrophysiology multi-layer works are
more limited. [27] presented a three-layered model consisting
of a brain (made of urethane resin), skull (made of sili-
cone), and scalp (made of silicone) for testing EEG caps,
and indicated that realistic scalp electric potentials were gen-
erated. [28] used Tx-151 gel [29], deionised water, sodium
chloride, agar and sucrose for investigating EEG and ECG
source imaging. This phantom was shown to be stable for
use over the course of 8 hours. [30] presented a three-layer
aragose and gypsum based phantom for testing both
EEG and tES.

The result is that a wide number of different materials have
been investigated for making electrophysiology body phan-
toms: gelatine [2], [5], [13]–[17], wax [31], agar [18], [20],
aragose [19], [30], silicon [31], PDMS [21], plastic clay [32],
and plastic moulds [24]; with gelatine being by far the most
common to date. Based on this, gelatine has also been used
as the base material for real-tissue phantoms. [33] used a
phantom made of a dry real skull, filled with a conductive
medium (solidified saline gelatine) to validate EEG source
localisation. [34] used a human head skull phantom filled
with gelatine to investigate the effect of dipole localisation
on EEG and magnetoencephalography (MEG).

Despite this significant interest, works characterising the
electrical properties of gelatine and other materials for mim-
icking the body are limited. [13] is a one-page investigation
on tuning the electrical properties of gelatine phantoms over
a 5 Hz to 1.5 kHz range using different concentrations of
NaCl, but there is no information on how this compares to
biological tissues, or how the electrical properties change
over time. [17], [19] match only the d.c. conductivity and
do not consider the a.c. frequency response. [35] investigated
the a.c. properties of gelatine and agar phantoms over the
range 100–500 Hz with varying levels of NaCl, but again did
not compare these to biological tissues, or how the electrical
properties change over time. [36] investigated the static and
dynamic mechanical properties of gelatine phantoms having
10%, 20% and 30% of gelatine concentrations. Thermal and
mechanical properties of gelatine phantomswere investigated
in [37], with milk added to control these. [30] investigated
the a.c. impedance properties of aragose and gypsum based
phantoms with different amounts of NaCl present, focusing
onmeasuring the impedance properties of thematerials rather
than the use of the system as a head phantom.

As a result, it is clear that gelatine based phantoms are
being widely used by the research community, but with very
limited open information on their electrical properties, repre-
sentativeness, and how to control these properties. This paper
presents an investigation into the performance of gelatine
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FIGURE 1. Examples of current homogeneous gelatine electrophysiology phantoms. (a) A
head phantom from the US Army Research Laboratory with manufacturing details available
on the open access web site [14]. Image taken from the public domain [22]. (b) Gelatine
head phantom from [15] which was placed on a robotic platform to simulate movements
due to walking. Reprinted under the CC-BY license from [15]. (c) Head phantom from our lab
with two internal electrodes for replaying a pre-recorded signal which can be collected by
electrodes on the phantom surface. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature:
Biomedical Engineering Letters, [2],© 2019. (d) Head phantom from our lab for EEG
combined with brain stimulation (tES electrodes labelled as unused in this picture).©
2017 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from [23].

phantoms for electrophysiology. We investigate the electrical
impedance of phantom devices made with both different con-
centrations of gelatine and different concentrations of NaCl
for obtaining control over the electrical properties. We pay
particular attention not only to the impedance across a.c.
frequencies, but also to the group delay present, allowing
accurate transmission of information through the phantom
without introducing timing distortions. In addition, we mea-
sure how these factors change over a week of storage/use to
demonstrate phantom stability, reusability, and repeatability.
We then compare the accuracy of the gelatine phantoms to
both an electrical equivalent model of the human body which
has been reported previously in the literature [38], and to
measurements of ex vivo porcine skin. The result is a demon-
stration of the controllability of gelatine phantom properties
across a.c. frequencies, and a demonstration that they can be
customised to be highly accurate models of human tissues
with usability over the course of a week. To our knowledge
this is the first direct comparison of these factors for gelatine
with animal tissues and electrical equivalent models.

Importantly, our aim is not a materials characterisation of
gelatine electrical properties, but a practical demonstration of
what we obtain with different phantom set ups including the

electrodes. We include the internal signal source electrode in
our characterisation, and a standard wet Ag/AgCl electrode
as the external connection and aim to model this complete
system. This allows us to characterise the practical use of
the phantom, rather than just the materials properties of the
gelatine. We deliberately chose to use wet electrodes for
this experiment because they are the current gold standard,
giving other researchers a comparison case for any novel/dry
electrodes developed in other works.

Section II overviews the electrical properties of the human
body, and particularly the head, that gelatine phantoms need
tomimic, together with established electrical models of these.
Rather than presenting a four-point impedance measurement
of the materials, we measure the impedance between the
signal insertion electrode and the signal collection electrode,
including both of these electrodes, to investigate how the
impedance of the complete phantom headmodel system com-
pares to the established electrical models to be mimicked.
Section III then overviews our procedure for the creation
of gelatine phantoms. Methods and results for establishing
the electrical properties of these are given in Section IV and
Section V respectively, together with a comparison of these
factors to electrical models and to an ex vivo porcine skin
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model. Finally, the results are discussed in Section VI and
conclusions given in Section VII. A pre-print version of this
article is available at [39] which contains the same results.

II. BIOLOGICAL TARGET TO MODEL
There are many different factors of interest for including in
a phantom model, accurately mimicking electrical proper-
ties, mechanical properties and physical properties (e.g. hair,
sweat glands) of the human body. Extensive work on MRI
phantoms has investigated mimicking the mechanical [9],
[31], [40], [41] and physical properties [37], [42]. For elec-
trophysiological phantoms, and for this work, of most impor-
tance is having a good electrical equivalent of the human body
and its tissues, including the effects of the signal insertion
electrode and the connection of the external electrode.

The electrical properties of the human body have been
well characterised previously [38], [43], [44]. For the head
(which has multiple layers of brain, skull, skin, and electrode
interface) the equivalent electrical model is shown in Fig. 2
for different types of electrodes. In all cases the equivalent
circuit model is similar, varying depending on the number of
resistor–capacitor tanks present, and the component values.

In this work we focus on modelling the wet Ag/AgCl
system from Fig. 2. This consists of a bulk resistance (value
unspecified in [38]) representing the body and internal tis-
sues, and a 100 k� resistor and 10 nF capacitor representing
the stratum corneum and giving a tank with a pole break point
at 159 Hz (given by 1/2πRC). A second resistor–capacitor
tank then represents the electrode coupling giving the system
a second pole, with component values not specified in [38].
To estimate the break point of this tank we performed mea-
surements of conductive gel using a widely used commercial
gel (ABRALYT HiCl EEG electrode gel, Easycap, DE). The
conductive gel was placed on a flat plate and spread to a uni-
form 2 mm thickness. A digital multimeter was then used for
measuring the resistance and capacitance with probes placed
2 cm apart. Across multiple readings the resistance was found
to be in the range 200–300� and the capacitance in the range
60–120 µF, agreeing with the <1 k� impedance given in
Fig. 2 at low frequencies. Based on these measurements there
is a second pole break point to model in the frequency range
5.3–15.9 Hz. In the wet Ag/AgCl system from Fig. 2 two
zeros are also present, for which the locations can be worked
out analytically. (The resulting equations are not compact and
so not given here.)

From Fig. 2 the body to electrode contact is a single
input–single output system, with impedance (Z ) which is a
complex quantity that consists of a real part (Zreal) and an
imaginary part (Zimag)

Z = Zreal + Zimag. (1)

From this, the magnitude (Zmag) and phase of the contact
impedance can be calculated as

Zmag =
√
Z2
real + Z

2
imag (2)

and

θ = tan−1
(
Zimag
Zreal

)
(3)

respectively. Here Zmag is in �, and is commonly measured
when setting up electrodes to ensure that a good body contact
is present. For example, clinical standards for EEG ask for
the contact impedance to be below 5 k� for a good con-
tact to be present [1] (although with modern instrumentation
good recordings can often be obtained with much higher
impedances present [1]).

The phase response of electrodes is less commonly
reported, but is important for electrode design and charac-
terisation as a non-linear phase response will introduce time
domain distortion into the collected signal. The group delay
(τ ) of the electrical connection is given by

τ = −

(
1

360

)
dθ
df

(4)

in seconds, assuming that θ is in degrees and f is in Hz.
With non-linear phase responses the group delay will not be
constant, and will vary with frequency such that some fre-
quency components pass through the body–electrode system
more quickly than others, leading to distortion. Typical group
delays are in the µs range and so small compared to most
electrophysiological signal time-spans [5] but not necessarily
negligible. Measurements of group delay are included in our
phantom characterisation results presented here. Real human
EEG will be distorted by similar group delay effects. These
delays will come from the head tissues themselves (no mate-
rials will transfer information instantaneously), the electrode
contact, and the EEG instrumentation (mainly due to the
phase response of the high and low pass filters present). Most
EEG is defined as the signal collected by the instrumentation
(rather than the voltage on or within the head), and so any
delays are already accounted for as we only ever consider
signals inclusive of such delays.

III. TEST PHANTOM CREATION
Electrophysiology phantoms were created using ballistics
gelatine (ClassiKool, 240 blooms) that is cost effective
(approximately £17 per kilogram) [45], conductive [36], easy
to build and shape, easy to handle and use, portable, and
available with no restrictions. The gelatine powder wasmixed
with deionised water using different percentages of mass
and then heated in a standard microwave for a period of 1
minute. This period was chosen as it is sufficient to dissolve
the gelatine completely in the water without generating air
bubbles unlike other studies [13], [14] where boiling water
and a deforming agent were used to generate the phantom and
remove the bubbles. A decision was made to use a microwave
approach in this study since the phantom can be removed
from the microwave at any time, before the generation of
bubbles, giving more control over bubble formation.

After heating, the mixed gelatine was placed into a cuboid
container (65 × 61 × 21 mm) to make the phantom. While
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FIGURE 2. Different types of electrophysiological recording electrodes and the associated equivalent circuits; this includes wet-contact Ag/AgCl
electrodes which are the model focused on in this work. 
 2010 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from [38].

we have previously moulded the phantom into realistic
body shapes (e.g. a head in [23]) this was mainly for aes-
thetic purposes and to provide space for connecting multiple
electrodes. Our more recent phantoms have used a cuboid
shape [5] as this provides a uniform test structure with a flat
surface for electrode connection, and our cuboids are sized
to fit in with test infrastructure which allows fixed forces to
be applied to electrodes to measure the effect of pressure
and similar (as reported in [5]). This cuboid shape is now
our preferred mould for day-to-day electrode testing where
1–2 electrode configurations/types are considered at a time,
and is used in this paper rather than a full head shape. Our
cuboid container was 3D printed using a flexible filament
(NinjaFlex Semiflex) to allow easy removal of the gelatine
once set. (For head shaped phantoms we similarly 3D print a
mould, using our head shaped template available at [46].)

For providing an electrical source inside the phantom a
standard Ag/AgCl electrode (Easycap, DE) was placed inside
the gelatine mixture before it solidified as a reference elec-
trode to measure the contact impedance. The back of the
internal electrode was fully insulated such that Ag/AgCl parts
downwards into the phantom would not pass a current. (The
sides of the electrodes are not insulated.) Most electrophysi-
ology phantoms have multiple electrodes inside [2], [14] so
they can develop a potential difference (either directly or via
a current injection) which can be measured on the phantom
surface as the electrophysiological signal. For this study we
included only one electrode inside the gelatine as the aim is
to characterise the electrical properties of the phantoms, i.e.
to measure the impedance path between the electrode inside
the phantom and an electrode on its surface. The reference
electrode was placed in the middle of the phantoms a few
minutes after the mixture was obtained from the microwave.
The internal Ag/AgCl electrode was positioned by hand and

FIGURE 3. Illustration of the test set up. A cuboid gelatine phantom with
a conventional Ag/AgCl electrode inside to act as a signal source.

measured to be consistently placed between different sam-
ples. Since themixture is getting thicker and stickier over time
this method permitted controlled placement of the electrode
inside the phantoms. As we can remove the sample from the
microwave at any point during the heating we can insert the
electrode at a time when the gelatine is not completely set,
and such that subsequent movements are then quite minor.

After the placement of the internal electrode the mixture
was placed in a zipped plastic storage bag and placed in a lab
fridge for 24 hours at a temperature of 2.3 ◦C to be used the
next day (counted as day 1). An illustration a cuboid phantom
is shown in Fig. 3.
To control and explore the electrical properties of different

phantom configurations the gelatine concentration used per
mass of water was varied, and varying amounts of table salt
NaCl was dissolved in the water before the gelatine powder
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was added. Ten different configurations are explored in this
work:

i 16.9% of gelatine concentration per mass, no added
NaCl.

ii 21.7% of gelatine concentration per mass, no added
NaCl.

iii 26.7% of gelatine concentration per mass, no added
NaCl.

iv 31.6% of gelatine concentration per mass, no added
NaCl.

v 30.0% of gelatine concentration per mass, no added
NaCl.

vi 30.0% of gelatine concentration per mass, and 0.5% of
NaCl concentration per mass.

vii 30.0% of gelatine concentration per mass, and 1% of
NaCl concentration per mass.

viii 30.0% of gelatine concentration per mass, and 2% of
NaCl concentration per mass.

ix 30.0% of gelatine concentration per mass, and 5% of
NaCl concentration per mass.

x 30.0% of gelatine concentration per mass, and 10% of
NaCl concentration per mass.

The range of NaCl concentrations used matches that from
the previous literature [13], and allows different body tissues
to be mimicked. The gelatine values are non-round as a
percentage due to the fixed volume of the phantom and the
percentages of both the water and gelatine changing as more
gelatine is added.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
A. IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS
Impedance measurements were carried out using an Agilent
4284A precision LCR meter as shown in Fig. 4. A gold stan-
dard Ag/AgCl electrode was connected to the phantom and
the magnitude and phase of the impedance between the inter-
nal and external Ag/AgCl electrodes measured. We deliber-
ately use this two electrodemeasurement configuration rather
than a four electrode configuration, which would allow the
impedance of the electrodes to be subtracted off, as our aim is
to measure the electrical network shown in Fig. 2 rather than
to characterise only the gelatine material properties excluding
the electrodes. We aim to measure how well the phantom
replicates the electrical system present when using a standard
wet electrode. The external electrode was held in place with
the mechanical testing structure described in [5] with a 135 g
mass used to fix the contact pressure between the electrode
and the gelatine phantom. Impedance measurements were
obtained at 20 Hz (the minimum frequency of the LCRmeter)
and then over the frequency band from 50 Hz to 1000 Hz in
a regular step size of 50 Hz.

Contact impedancemeasurements were performed directly
after the phantoms were removed from the fridge at a
temperature of 2.3±1 ◦C (measured using a thermometer
(Hanna Instruments, HI935002)). The contact impedance
responses of the gelatine phantoms were measured within a
period of time of less than 5 minutes to maintain a constant

temperature on the phantom during the experimental mea-
surements as the electrical properties of gelatine vary with
temperature [32], [47]. After each use the phantom was
placed in zipped plastic storage bags, placed in a plastic box,
and returned to the fridge to be used the next day. These
measurements were repeated at the same time of each day
(10 am) over a period of one week excluding weekend days
(i.e. day 1 to day 4 and then day 7) where all phantoms
were made on a Monday. We did not measure the change in
mass over time, which would allow the effective change in
gelatine and NaCl concentrations to be calculated, and this is
a limitation of the study.

B. ELECTRICAL MODEL FITTING
Data from the precision LCR meter was exported to Matlab
and used to fit to the model given in Fig. 2 for the wet
Ag/AgCl model, using the curve fitting toolbox and a least
squares optimisation procedure. This focused on fitting the
poles/zeros present in this system to show how the gelatine
phantom–electrode system matches the frequency response
of the human body–electrode system. Different fits were cal-
culated for each characterisation performed (each phantom
on each day) with the optimisation procedure constrained to
select similar values to the previous day’s fit. The break-
points of the resistor and capacitor tanks were first fitted
based upon the collected phase response. These breakpoints
were then used as the starting estimate to fit the magnitude
response and select precise values for the resistor and capac-
itor which would not jump between days. (The same break
frequency could be obtained from multiple resistor–capacitor
combinations.)

Fitted lines are included on all of the reported impedance
curves in Section V, with the accuracy of these discussed
specifically in Section V-E. Values on the fitted lines
are plotted at 0.1 Hz intervals, not only at phantom fre-
quency measurement points. As the full equation for the
resistor–capacitor model from Fig. 2 is available no extrap-
olation is needed for plotting these points.

C. EX VIVO PORCINE SKIN FITTING
To validate the modelling compared to a biological target an
ex vivo porcine skin model was also used. Previous works
have shown this is a close mimic of human tissues [48], [49],
but not compared it to gelatine phantoms. Porcine skin sam-
ples used in this research were purchased from the food chain
via a commercial butchers shop. The work was logged with
our faculty governance and no animal license was required.

Non-scalded ex vivo porcine skin samples were taken
from the back region of a healthy animal having age of
eight months and an average weight of 70 kg. This region
is free from hair follicles [50] which presents a limita-
tion for both porcine skin and gelatine phantoms. The pur-
chased sample of porcine skin was cut to have a rectangular
shape and dimensions (140 × 60 mm, 10 mm thickness).
The contact impedance measurement set up is shown in
Fig. 5 with the porcine skin sample placed in the middle
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FIGURE 4. Precision LCR meter set up used for measuring the impedance of the gelatine phantoms in
combination with a standard Ag/AgCl electrode.

FIGURE 5. Illustration of electrode placement for ex vivo porcine skin
impedance measurements.

of the two electrodes. Apart from the electrode placement,
all impedance measurements were carried out identically to
those for the gelatine phantoms.

V. RESULTS
A. EFFECT OF GELATINE CONCENTRATION
Fig. 6 shows the contact impedance response (magnitude and
phase) of phantoms i–iv, having concentrations of gelatine
16.9–31.6%, and how this changes over the course of seven
days. The results show that the magnitude response obtained
from these phantoms increases over time and falls with fre-
quency, and the phase response becomes less negative over
both time and frequency. The contact impedance response
results obtained from the electrical model (discussed in more
detail in Section V-E) were found to fit well with the exper-
imental measurements of the gelatine phantoms. This indi-
cates that the base gelatine phantom is an accurate physical
model of the body–electrode system that is to be represented.
The gelatine is intrinsically conductive and its concentra-
tion can be used to control the properties of the phantom.
We believe the changes across multiple days are due to the
water content that is evaporated (or absorbed) over time
making the phantom drier [51], although we did not measure
the mass of the phantom of on each day which would help
confirm this.

A comparison between phantoms having different concen-
trations of gelatine in Fig. 6 shows that the contact impedance
response of phantoms having 26.7% and 31.6% of gelatine
concentrations per mass is lower than those having gela-
tine concentrations of 16.9% and 21.7%. This indicates that
increasing the gelatine concentration increases the conduc-
tivity (σ ) of the phantoms. The minimum magnitude of the
contact impedance was 216 � with a mean phase response
of −4.1◦ achieved at 1000 Hz in day 1 for phantom iii.
In contrast themaximummagnitude of the contact impedance
does not exceed 1 k�with a mean phase response of−5.96◦,
achieved at 20 Hz in day 7 for phantom i. Without hair
present to make the connection to the skin difficult, low
contact impedances are possible in all cases, matching those
predicted from Fig. 2. The range of impedances from 216–
1000 � is small compared to the 5 k� contact impedance
accepted for clinical use. Although the impedances increase
over time, staying below 5 k� means that the phantoms are
durable over the course of 7 days, and a further increase
in impedance (i.e. use longer than 7 days) would still give
physiological accurate impedance magnitude values.

The corresponding group delays are shown in Fig. 7. The
measurements indicate that the group delay varies over time,
and from phantom to phantom, although this effect is not large
with all of the readings at the same frequency point being
within 100 µs of each-other. The group delay obtained from
phantoms with higher gelatine concentrations were generally
higher, with phantom iii obtaining the largest value of 277 µs
on day 2. All of the group delay values are in the µs range
and so small compared to many electrophysiological signal
components (for example P100 responses in EEG which
arise after 100 ms [5]). Nevertheless, the delays are not
constant with frequency and this could introduce distortion
into a pre-recorded signal played-out through a phantom.
If waveform morphology and the timing of different peaks
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FIGURE 6. Impedance magnitude and phase responses for gelatine phantoms i–iv (in
panels a–d respectively) with concentrations of gelatine 16.9–31.6%, and how these vary
over the course of 7 days. Dashed lines indicate the fit of the second order electrical
model from Fig. 2.

or signal components is critical to the experiment the gela-
tine phantom is being used in, then the pre-recorded signal
should be pre-distorted to correct for this. This is because

any pre-recorded signals will already include any effects
due to the group delay of real human tissues and the EEG
instrumentation electronics (particularly any filters used).
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FIGURE 7. Group delay measurements and fitting lines for phantoms i–iv (in panels a–d
respectively).

B. EFFECT OF NaCl CONCENTRATION
Fig. 8 shows the contact impedance response (magnitude
and phase) of phantoms v–x, having concentrations of NaCl
0–10%, and how this changes over the course of seven
days. The measurements show the contact impedance mag-
nitude decreases by a factor of approximately 1.3 for small
amounts of added NaCl (0.5–1%) and by a factor of approx-
imately 14 for larger amounts (10% NaCl). This is because
the NaCl provides ions for conduction [13] and it allows
a wide range of electrical tuning to be performed. This
comes at the potential cost of larger phase changes across
frequency compared to the NaCl-free phantoms from Fig. 6.
Up to −35◦ for phantom viii with 2% of NaCl is now
present. However, this effect is non-linear and increasing
the concentration of NaCl further does not lead to larger
phase changes. Instead, the phase change across frequencies
is less monotonically increasing (as in Fig. 8a–d) with a
local decrease in phase appearing at approximately 100 Hz
(in Fig. 8f).

The corresponding group delays are shown in Fig. 9. The
maximum group delays are substantially increased compared
to the NaCl-free phantoms, with up to 558 µs for phantom
vi with 0.5% of NaCl. The group delay is also much more
variable, particularly at low frequencies (30–100 Hz). Large
changes, of up to 400 µs, are present between days. While
the addition of NaCl gives greater control over the electrical

conductivity and impedance magnitude, this is traded-off
with control of the phase properties of the phantom and poten-
tially a decrease in useful life. For many applications signal
components being delayed by a few hundred microseconds
will not be significant. Nevertheless, if addingNaCl it is much
more likely that pre-distortion of any inputted signal will be
required if accurate timings of peaks needs to be maintained
at the surface of the phantom.

C. GELATINE PHANTOM REPEATABILITY
To assess the repeatability and reusability of the gelatine
phantoms 10 copies of phantoms i–iv were made and tested
under the same conditions. The phantoms were assessed for a
period of one week and the experimental results indicated that
the contact impedance and the group delay were very similar
across all phantoms. The maximum differences between the
original phantoms and the repeated runs in terms of the mean
contact impedance magnitude, mean phase, and mean group
delay were: 8 �, 0.8◦ and 6.6 µs respectively. These differ-
ences are within the measurement accuracy of our impedance
analyser and indicate that the gelatine phantoms are systemat-
ically repeatable under similar conditions (i.e. methodology,
temperature, concentration, and gelatine type). A represen-
tative example of one of these many test configurations is
shown in Fig. 10 for phantom i. Here the raw measurement
points are from the original phantom, while the dashed lines
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FIGURE 8. Impedance magnitude and phase responses for gelatine phantoms v–x (in panels a–f
respectively) with concentrations of NaCl 0–10%, and how these vary over the course of 7 days.
Dashed lines indicate the fit of the second order electrical model from Fig. 2.
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FIGURE 8. (Continued.) Impedance magnitude and phase responses for gelatine
phantoms v–x (in panels a–f respectively) with concentrations of NaCl 0–10%, and
how these vary over the course of 7 days. Dashed lines indicate the fit of the second
order electrical model from Fig. 2.

show the fit from a different manufacturing run of the same
phantom configuration.

D. ACCURACY WITH PORCINE SKIN MODEL
Fig. 11 shows the contact impedance response (magnitude
and phase) of a porcine skin sample when assessed on
day 1 and day 7 and when compared to the equivalent
responses for phantoms i and ii. For the porcine skin the
magnitude and phase responses are found to be in the ranges
541–925� and−6.04 –−0.39◦ respectively, with an average
group delay of 12.9–22.4 µs. A comparison between the ex
vivo porcine skin model and our gelatine phantoms indicates
that phantoms having gelatine concentration of 16.9% and
21.7% (phantoms i and ii) are the closest matches. Table 1
summarises the ranges of the contact impedance responses
and group delays for both porcine skin and phantoms i and ii
over the range 20–1000 Hz. This indicates that the electrical
properties of the gelatine phantoms are realistic and they fit
well within the range of the porcine skin. To our knowledge
these results represent the first comparison between the elec-
trical properties of gelatine phantoms and porcine skin and
they indicate a reasonable match between gelatine phantoms
and the biological tissue.

E. ACCURACY WITH ELECTRICAL MODEL
The break-points of the two resistor–capacitor tanks, fitting
the collected impedance data to the model from Fig. 2 and

which have been plotted on the previous results curves, are
given in Table 2 and Table 3 for the poles and zeros respec-
tively. These show a good match between the gelatine phan-
toms, the electrical target model, and the ex vivo porcine skin
model. The tunability of the gelatine phantoms is such that
the poles and zeros of either the electrical target model or the
ex vivo porcine skin model can be matched. Focusing on the
poles, particularly for the lower break point, phantom ii and
phantom iv match the 6.1 Hz porcine skin model well, with a
∼7 Hz cut-off which is also in the range of the electrical tar-
get. The higher frequency break-point is more variable, with
the mean cut-off of phantom ii (289 Hz) being approximately
double the target of the electrical cut-off (159 Hz), and half
the porcine skin cut-off (608 Hz). Phantom ii sits in the mid-
dle, giving a good trade-off between the different modelling
approaches for giving the wanted frequency response. The
higher frequency zero resulting from these fits is generally
above 1.5 kHz and so above the main frequency range of
interest. The lower frequency zero from both phantom ii and
the ex vivo porcine skin model is close to 50 Hz and within
the range expected to match the electrical target model.

VI. DISCUSSION
Gelatine based head phantoms are becoming widely used
in the academic literature, but have relatively little public
information about their electrical properties (particularly at
a.c.) and accuracy. This paper has investigated ten different
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FIGURE 9. Group delay measurements and fitting lines for phantoms v–x (in panels a–f
respectively).

TABLE 1. Comparison of the contact impedance response (given as the max and min values obtained across all frequencies and days) and the average
group delay range (averaged across all frequencies obtained across all days) between porcine skin and phantoms i–iv.

phantom configurations characterising the impedance of a
cuboid shaped phantom combined with internal and exter-
nal Ag/AgCl electrodes, comparing this to both previously
reported electrical models of Ag/AgCl electrodes placed on

human skin and amodel made from ex vivo porcine skin. Fur-
ther, we have shown how the electrical properties of the phan-
toms can be tuned using different concentrations of gelatine
and of NaCl added to themixture, and the characterisation has
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FIGURE 10. Impedance magnitude, phase, and group delay responses for two manufactured versions of phantom
i. Raw measurement points are from the original phantom, while the dashed lines show the fit from a different
manufacture of this same phantom configuration and show minimal differences.

TABLE 2. Pole break-points obtained from fitting the electrical model of Fig. 2 to the measured impedances for the 10 different phantom configurations
and the ex vivo porcine skin model.

been performed across multiple days of use. The results show
that the gelatine based phantoms can accurately mimic the
frequency response properties of the body–electrode system
to allow for the controlled testing of electrophysiological
systems. The phantoms have also been shown to be repeat-
able, although this is under the same lab conditions each
time (temperature, time of day, no humidity control present),
and these conditions may differ from lab-to-lab around
the world.

To our knowledge this is the first in-depth characterisation
of the a.c. electrical properties of gelatine based phantoms,
and the first comparison of the accuracy of the phantoms
to both the established double resistor–capacitor tank model
of the body–electrode system and to measurements from
a biological tissue phantom. We have focused on measur-
ing the impedance between two electrodes, one inside and
one outside of the head phantom, including the electrode
contact impedances. This is intended to be representative
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FIGURE 11. Impedance magnitude and phase responses for a porcine skin compared to the
responses from phantom i and ii, compared on day 1 and day 7 with intermediate days
plotted for the gelatine phantoms.

TABLE 3. Zero frequencies obtained from fitting the electrical model of Fig. 2 to the measured impedances for the 10 different phantom configurations
and the ex vivo porcine skin model.

of the practical use of a phantom, rather than a materials
characterisation study. However it does mean that changes
to this practical configuration, for example changing the
material used for the internal electrode, may lead to dif-
ferent results being obtained. We have not evaluated all of
the possible different configurations of phantom setups (for
example, internal electrode material, size, external electrode
choice), and this should be taken as a limitation of the study.
We deliberately chose to use Ag/AgCl electrodes for this
experiment because they are the current gold standard, giving

other researchers a comparison case for their novel/dry elec-
trodes in future works. From Fig. 1, it is clear that gela-
tine based phantoms are being widely used by the research
community, but with very limited open information on their
electrical representativeness from the signal insertion point to
the signal collection point.

In general, small variances are present, but all of the
approaches to modelling give very similar break-points
for the frequency response. Thus, the gelatine phantoms
presented in this paper are a cost effective approach for
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intensive research and can be used to validate measurements
under realistic conditions. The phantom approach allows easy
assessment and evaluation of EEG and ECG electrodes and
instrumentation, as well as simplifying comparisons in skin to
electrode contact impedance between different types of elec-
trodes. In our characterisationwe gave particular attention not
only to the impedance of the phantom connection, but also
to the group delay present. This group delay was found to
increase substantially with the addition of NaCl to the phan-
tom fabrication, going up to several hundred microseconds
for some frequencies and phantom configurations. The NaCl
based phantoms allowed much greater control over the abso-
lute impedance values present, and in practice we found
these phantoms kept for much longer before mould would
start to form. However, this potentially comes at the cost of
increased signal distortion when they are used to play-out
pre-recorded signals as some frequency components will pass
through the phantom faster than other signal components,
and this changed substantially over time potentially limiting
the usable life of the phantom. For phantom tests where the
precise signal morphology and the time locations of different
peaks is important, when adding NaCl it may be necessary to
pre-distort the phantom input signal to correct for any group
delay effects.

While we found that both gelatine and porcine phantoms
gave similar frequency response characteristics, and this was
an important accuracy validation step in ourwork, in principle
it means that porcine phantoms could be used in preference
to gelatine if desired. While this is the case, our experience
leads us to select gelatine phantoms as the preferred approach
because it is more manageable, can be generated in the lab
at any time, and gives more control over the electrical prop-
erties, unlike biological tissue. Both of these models, in our
work, have the limitation of no hair being present. In practical
electrode applications, particularly for EEG on the head, hair
is a major obstacle that lengthens the setup time required (as
the hair needs to be parted in order to make contact with
the scalp) and this makes getting a good electrical contact
difficult. In contrast we obtain a good electrical contact every
time with the phantom. To our knowledge there are no gela-
tine models to date that have successfully incorporated hair,
and this is an important area of future investigation. We also
have not attempted to mimic the mechanical properties of the
body together with the electrical properties, and future work
should look to combine these. It may be that gelatine is not the
optimum choice when balancing electrical and mechanical
accuracy, with some labs using aragose for such applications.
( [15] has investigated the mechanical properties of gelatine
for making EEG head phantoms.) Our results are also limited
by the frequency range of our test equipment, with 20 Hz
as the lower cut-off. For future works, particularly for EEG
phantoms, investigation of the 0.1–20 Hz range would be
highly beneficial.

In addition, we did not weigh the phantom on repeated
days, which would allow the relative change in the gelatine
and NaCl concentrations, as water is lost due to phantom

ageing, to be calculated. As a result we also do not consider
uneven drying of the phantom, where the outer layer may lose
more water than the inner layers, and possibly changing the
distance from the internal electrode to the phantom surface.
Our presented results are inclusive of such effects, showing
clearly that the net effect over time is for the impedance
to increase. As long as the magnitude response is within
the range that we expect from biology we would expect to
label that phantom as usable. Our results include two sets of
electrode interface (the internal and the external) electrode,
and due care should be taken when comparing the results
to ones only characterising the phantom material, or ones
which make a different choice for the electrode interface.
There are also many choices for how to store the phantom,
whether in zipped plastic storage bags, in cling-film, or in
a saline filled bucket to reduce water loss. Our approach
also means that we cannot separate the cause of the changes
presented in the results, whether these are due to changes in
the gelatine, or changes in the internal electrode, or changes
in the gelatine-electrode interface. This reflects our aim to
present a practical demonstration of the impedances and
changes obtained when using a phantom, but means that the
results may be difficult to extrapolate to other configurations
given the number of degrees of freedom present.

For improved phantoms in future work, the addition
of mechanical artefacts such respiration and balisocardio-
gram (BCG) effects would be highly beneficial. These are
of particular interest for investigating combined EEG+tES
using head phantoms, where small movements due to heart
beats are known to introduce artefacts into the EEG collection
process [52] and such effects are not modelled in our current
approaches. Finally, in this work we have focused on single
layer phantoms, but multi-layer phantoms are an emerging
area of interest. The bulk conductivity of bones is estimated as
0.013 S/m [53], the skull 0.015 S/m [32], scalp 0.43 S/m [53],
brain 0.12–0.48 S/m [53], and heart 0.1 S/m [54], all of
which could be replicated by our phantom with different
levels of NaCl added. Amulti-layer phantom,made only from
different formulations of gelatine would thus be possible and
may lead to more accurate models in the future.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper 10 gelatine phantom configurations having dif-
ferent concentrations of gelatine and NaCl were generated
and characterised. These phantoms were found to be feasible
as a cost-effective surrogate conductive material for measur-
ing electrophsyiological responses. Contact impedance and
group delay measurements indicated durability in the elec-
trical response of the phantoms over the course of 7 days.
Experimental results showed that adding NaCl shifted the
magnitude and the phase responses of the contact impedance
and allowed tunability and selectively in the phantom’s elec-
trical properties to match a desired impedance profile of real-
istic tissue (human and animal) in a repeatable and reusable
manner. The contact impedance profile for both gelatine
phantoms and porcine skin phantoms fit well with each other
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and are in-line with the results from an electrical model of wet
Ag/AgCl electrodes over the frequency band 20–1000 Hz.
These findings indicate the potential for using these phantoms
for the design of novel electrode and instrumentation systems
as they provide a robust testing platform with a known signal
to collect allowing controlled device verification.
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